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Making theory is a praxis. Theory requires creative research, which is itself a praxis.  I often 

practice research in public, at the inaugural conference of the Canadian Network for Culture and 

Psychoanalysis in Toronto in 2013 for instance. I stand around, unfettered from sense, nonsense, 

logic or fantasy, responding out loud to huge images projected on a screen behind me. My 

monologue approximates free association. I have found over the years, submitting to free 

association, that I will make mistakes, surprise myself, confuse myself, embarrass myself. I have 

found La Planche and Pontalis’s statement of 1973 magically accurate: “Keep in mind a variety 

of insignificant details whose correlations are only to emerge later on.” Free association is a way 

to discover correlations between ideas and images that are, as Marshall McLuhan would say, 
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“probes,” not conclusions. Questions and hypotheses that are pointless in the course of this 

praxis may illuminate another project I – or anyone of you – are working on elsewhere.  You too 

can free associate in public, if you don’t mind being silly. Speaking of silly Ludwig Wittgenstein 

said “… come down into the green valleys of silliness.” 

 

 

 
rollin’ down the avenue of silly 
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My research method is free association – it’s all middle; the beginning and the end are arbitrary, 

contingent, only faintly relevant. The facts are ornamental. This is very important to me for 

ethical reasons, ethical reasons that require a chain of reasoning that is shamelessly tedious.  But 

it is still important to remember:  The facts are ornamental, not foundational. 

 

 

 

 
 

I’ve looked at life from both sides now, from analogue and digital. It’s life’s illusions I recall.  

Schopenhauer knew this after all: the world as representation. We humans are flesh-cameras.  To 

perceive a phenomenon (within a frame of beliefs) is to interpret it (assuming everything in the 

universe is a phenomenon). Reason/analysis/method are inherent to the flesh-camera. Yet as 
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Montaigne observed, “… the mind; it does nothing but ferret and inquire, and is eternally 

wheeling, juggling, and perplexing itself like silkworms, and then suffocates itself in its work.”   

 

 

 

 
 

Freud’s reasoning is like the silkworm. Freudian psychoanalysis ferrets, inquires and is eternally 

wheeling and juggling. Freudian theory post-Freud has at times suffocated itself and others in its 

work. I realized this when I noticed changes in article topics written since 1970 in The 

International Journal for Psycho-Analysis. Fuelled by my Muse, Paranoia, I began to warn 

readers about this change. Paranoia led to some of my best works of theory in the 1980s. I’m not 

in the mood to reminisce about that now. One of Freud’s self-suffocations is this: Freud counted 

the arts among the symptoms of a truly civilized society. Yet Freud’s model for an artwork is 

another version of his model for a hysterical neurosis.  What if hysterical neurosis was the most 

highly esteemed state of mind in a civilized society? This possibility is leading me to ferret and 

inquire, momentarily wheel and juggle. If hysterical neurosis was the apex of a citizen’s good 

fortune, is it possible that The Good Life must be lived as if everything is profoundly symbolic 
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while pragmatism is necessary but menial? Suppose beauty becomes truth. Would primary 

process dominate how we flesh-cameras interpret our world? Wait a minute! Hasn’t this already 

come to pass! Don’t most North Americans respond more readily to extravagant propaganda 

than to naked reason? If everybody is neurotic through and through, in what way does the 

ideological difference between a bald eagle and this Eros figurine matter?  Would they not be 

deeply symbolic, yet, wouldn’t neurotic symbolizations be too idiosyncratic to sustain an 

ideology? Would a bald eagle or a clay statuette of an angel remain any more symbolic than a tin 

can? Driven by primary process the symbolic value of a tin can might be explosive. What do I 

love about Freudian psychoanalysis?  It illuminated a familiar way of thinking, a method for 

research, and gave it this name: primary process. 

 

 

 
 

Hmmm. Here’s a familiar game, invented by the Surrealists who called it “The Exquisite 

Corpse.” Mattel Industries changed the name of the card game version to “Barbie Shopping 

Spree.” 
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Here are the features of Barbie’s clothing that are recombinant. 

If you play the game logically, or should I say conventionally, you can recombine cards to reveal 

different outfits.  

 

 

 
 

Or you can play aggressively. You can play like someone who can’t stand Barbie and lets sadism 

enrich their free associations. 
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A bottle of beer.  The dot- 

ted part at the top shows 

how much body-building 

food it contains. 

 
 

Free association research is a lot like this beer bottle. It can be voluminous but only one phrase in 

the entire outpouring might be food for the very project you are working on at this very moment 

– you who are reading this, not the universal nonspecific “you” that at times actually refers to 

“me.” You are the one with the project, unlike the universal “you.” 

 

                                     

This papyrus from 

Freud’s collection is 

structured like what 

I am offering to you 

herein. The images 

are on the roof of the 

text. When you look 

only at my image series here without reading these captions your reflex might be to seek a 

narrative.  And if you read these captions and ignore their images, this text will seem devoid of 
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information.  Actually this text is devoid of information.  Yet you may sense that you are free to 

excerpt a phrase or idea relevant to your own work. The metaphorical implications of one of 

these images might become an insight for your own project. Even so, this entire image-caption 

text is not a convincing argument for anything. 

 

 
 

Anyway back to Freud as a victim of the Enlightenment. The Enlightenment led to 

specialization. Suppose this steer is the human psyche. Any phenomenon – the psyche, as 

depicted here for example – can be dissected according to functioning regions.  Freud’s “Mystic 

Writing Pad” essay (When Freud wrote the text of the mystic writing pad in England, it was 

called a “Printater.”  Sometimes it’s all about food.  Freud asked, “Of what does the goose 

dream?” and the answer is “Corn.”), the essay clearly proposes that psyche or mind has discrete 

parts. Freud proposed that the psyche works as a mystic writing pad, as a system, because each 

part has a distinct function – the slab of resin is one part, lying under the somewhat thick 

malleable translucent sheet (another part) that lies under the transparent film, the third part, sort 
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of like the triad id, ego, super-ego, or father, son and holy ghost, or Winken, Blinken and Nod, or 

the Holy Family Jesus, Joseph and Mary. According to Pythagoras the number 3 is the noblest of 

all digits, as it is the only number to equal the sum of all the terms below it, and the only number 

whose sum with those below equals the product of them and itself. I always wonder whether the 

number three seems mythical because it does evoke the idea of “a perfect family, mommy, daddy 

and only me.” The top and third part of the Printater that lies on top of the other two, is the one 

upon which you literally write or draw.  Every time I use the verb “lies,” I imagine it as the other 

“lies” and then back to the original “lies,” which can be revealing. The rump is part of the cow 

and the chuck is part of the cow. Cow system is the result of all these separate regions. Although 

a cow can be dissected with a sharp knife, the dissection of the psyche is virtual, metaphorical 

even. Conscious, Pre-Conscious, Unconscious:  As Freud said in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 

“These terms too are part of a figurative language.”  A figurative language is the best we can do, 

but not the worst. Is mathematics a figurative language? Scientists seem not to use it thus.  

Scientists can rely, if they wish, on statistics to rescue their discoveries from the claws of 

Chance. It’s as if Chance is an Etruscan vanth flapping her oily black wings, extending her long 

stinky claws, misleading us every time. Free association research welcomes Chance.  

Dramatically figurative, primary process ignores grammar, the laws of physics, common sense, 

probability and logic. Primary process is recombinant. Deleuze and Guattari likened the practice 

of philosophy to a throw of the dice; psychoanalytic theory can be a throw of the dice too: the 

symbols on two upsides, two downsides, and eight side-sides of the dice do not change. Toss 

them and their combinations will rarely be the same, and remember to check the bottom sides of 

the dice too. What are unexpected interpretations – what is an insight if not a change in 

juxtaposition of the same familiar phenomena?  
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I have something in common with Freud the man. I have a vast collection of doo-dads, and most 

of them made in China, ephemera of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. I call my collection 

The Museum of Discarded Ideas. I have rescued thousands of items from their final destination, 

the garbage can. My collection is a monument to consumerism and its disposable creations. The 

thousands of silly objects in my collection will never be treasured (The Pee-Wee’s Playhouse 

action figures might be collectible), most of them never to be seen again because times have 

changed. Who among you has a special place for WACKY-TACKY ACROBAT or a tiny plastic 

McDonald’s take-out french fries box transformer that reconfigures into a jaundiced cosmic 

monster with a hairdo like Lisa Simpson, or a miniature blue Buddha that glows in the dark, a 

roll of black toilet paper, LIBERACE MUSEUM matchboxes, a BETT’S TACKLE LTD crappie 
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lure package, an unopened ornithologically-ornamented tin of PEHCHAOLIN cream, a mauve 

and silver cardboard box of Lalanne’s diet gum, a 45 rpm record of Jimmy Rodgers singing “A 

Little Dog Cried,” two gold and blue vintage RAY-O-VAC leak-proof batteries, a freud brand 

carbon-tipped circular saw blade…. OK this list is excessive. And yet it seems somehow like 

poetry and history whirling in a blender. Freud had an immense collection of antiquities, many of 

them in the honorific materials: marble, copper, jade and other gemstones, iron and bronze (As 

well as vulnerable faience, papyrus and wood). Freud’s objets d’art were many centuries old.  

How precious the ancient cultures were to Freud!  My trivial gee-gaws continue to age, nigh onto 

half a century by now, but I know when I am dead they will finally meet their destiny, the 

garbage can. Primary process determined the arrangement of my objects. And Freud’s objects?  

In both collections primary process announces itself in the juxtapositions.  

 

 

   This is an image of Freud and me. Sometimes I  

find my balance because of the stability of Freud’s grammar, and sometimes I am strong enough 

to stretch Freudian ideas into absurd positions. 
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Submission to authority, even to the authority of psychoanalytic theory, can be irrational, in the 

sense that submission is a primate urge, monkey business. We are supposed to paint credible 

portraits with psychoanalytic theory. Psychoanalytic theory can be a medium in which to make 

other kinds of depictions too. I say “the medium of psychoanalytic theory,” and please try not to 

linger on thoughts of séances or Marshall McLuhan.  I am thinking medium as in Play-Doh. 
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This is a hopeful statement, and in our era, as in the Nazi era when this was written, this 

statement is utopian. Our North American environment is being violently simplified. 

Represented simplistically, Schopenhauer might say, by stupid advertising. I fear advertising, 

unlike the arts, is violently simplifying depictions of our lives. I do not want to believe that 

advertising is violently simplifying our actual psyches.  Now where was I oh yes like the work of 

any brilliant thinker, Freud’s ideas have often been violently simplified.  I know I know not by 

Lacan, but by second-rate psychotherapists.  
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Speaking of Lacanian theory… jargon, technical language, secret codes violently simplify 

communication between initiates while paradoxically continuing to “eternally wheel, juggle, and 

perplex” themselves which in the case of psychoanalytic theory can be promising. The joy of 

speaking in terms that only a select number of colleagues understand is a joy that seems to me 

rather erotic. To speak in psychoanalytic terms I would claim that jargon emerges from Eros, not 

Thanatos. Jargon emerges from our human innate capacity for sibling love. And is 

homoeroticism what suffuses jargon with its mystique? Would Freud have said, “The other 

halves of our bisexual psyches erotically attach to the corresponding bisexual halves of anyone 

else.” Which doesn’t befuddle sibling love; it deepens it. One of the sublime wishes of a theorist 

is to contrive a jargon word, like Thanatos, or even better a word that scholars and street people 

alike cannot resist saying.  A jargon word like “anal.”   
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Psychoanalytic theory is a language game that not everyone is deft enough to play. 

 

 

 

 
 

This is a paranoid late twentieth century metaphor analogous to Montaigne’s despairing 

silkworm simile of intricate thought “suffocating itself in its work.”  Remember what I said, 

something like psychoanalytic journal topics changing around the early 1970s?  As the 1960s 

ended, attempts were made to improve classic psychoanalytic theory as a technique.  There were 
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implications of this endeavour that Rene Major did not trust. Rene Major is a Canadian who 

succeeded in preventing government control of psychoanalytic training. According to my Muse 

Paranoia, governments are always interested in techniques, but not all that interested in unique 

micro-cultures, such as the interpersonal culture that emerges in the analyst-analysand 

relationship. In 1970 psychoanalysis began to seem less powerful than pills, especially in the 

context of the other great technological inventions of the previous decade, such as The Cesium 

Beam atomic clock developed by the Canadian National Research Council. USA technical 

developments in the 1960s were impressive too: the first artificial heart, the ATM, the barcode 

scanner, the calculator, the computer mouse and Astroturf. Astroturf required the world’s longest 

zipper. When I visited the Astrodome in the mid-1970s I asked the guide whether the pyramids 

would fit inside the Astrodome. She said of course they would. Pharaoh’s Steak House was 

across the street from the Astrodome.  The front entrance was a ramp between two fifteen-foot 

blue and gold wooden pyramids. 

 

 

 
 

This model of the Freudian psychoanalytic interpreting machine has a kind of anal beauty. There 

is no such thing as an actual psychoanalytic interpreting machine (yet), but this is good enough 

as a metaphor. Virtuoso mastery of theory can make theory seem precise and effective like a 
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perfect machine. A timelier image would be better, a circuit board or oh yes! The Canadian 

atomic clock…. 

 
 

The Cesium Beam atomic clock functions precisely. Since 1967, the official definition of one 

second in time is 9,192,631,770 cycles of the radiation that gets an atom of the element cesium to 

vibrate between two energy states. “Vibrating between two energy states” sounds like figurative 

language to me. The atom of cesium waves back and forth like a humming bird wing, or like 

drops of peanut oil skittering on a hot griddle, or like the fluttering eyelashes of someone who is 

not telling the truth. Like. The word is like. A simile is accurate, but not precise. Did Freud 

suppose that his model of a hysterical neurosis is a precise depiction of an artwork?  Or did he 

believe his model was figurative, accurate enough but not precise?  

not precise,  

not made of ice,  

hardly nice,  

say this thrice,  

hardly hardly hardly,  

pardon me -- me go,  

ego,  
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ergot,  

ergotamine,  

melamine,  

poor kitty of mine ate melamine. 

 
 

Haven’t you noticed when encompassing phenomena in psychoanalytic theory, some aspects of 

the phenomenon extend beyond the theory-net? This is what I allude to when I contrast “precise” 

with “accurate.” The net of psychoanalytic theory is strong and flexible enough – accurate 

enough – to protect kitty from falling. In the psychoanalytic theory net, the kitty can safely 

dream. What does – what can – psychoanalytic theory reveal about the regions of kitty that 

extend beyond the net? These regions are what psychoanalytic theory cannot contain, mysterious 

regions. But relevant? As relevant as other elusive regions such as the Unconscious? What if 

these regions are mistaken for the Unconscious (Just because of the way the psychoanalytic 

language game functions)?  We believe these fuzzy regions cannot and should not be trivialized 

or eliminated from the essence of kitten. But if we ate kittens we could diagram their rump and 

chuck as easily as we can a cow’s. The way the fuzzy kitty constituent parts protrude oh damn 
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there’s got be a feminist verb that isn’t as phallic as “protrude,” and yet a good enough descriptor 

– the effects on an observer of the protruding features invite research (Hmm is research the 

grown-up version of the toddler’s phallic-intrusive phase of development? Or is research a 

sublimation of sadism as Melitta Schmideberg proposed?). Research could include free 

association, as close to primary process as possible.  Couldn’t it? Kit, lit, permit, it, italics, 

vitalics, metallics, meddle, mess, “Don’t Mess with Texas” (Now I can’t get the Astrodome out 

of my mind). The kitty fits in and doesn’t fall out unless you turn the net upside down and shake 

out the kitty. Down will come kitty. She’ll land on her feet. 

 

Jeanne Randolph observes, contemplates and writes under the spell of psychoanalytic theory. 

Her intellectual musings encompass The Technological Ethos, commodity adoration and 

amenable objects (made by artists, mass media, child labour or philosophers). Her seventh book, 

Shopping Cart Pantheism, will be released by Arbeiter Ring Press in Spring 2015. 

 


